
Lukas Ligeti | Biography
 Transcending the boundaries of genre, composer-percussionist Lukas Ligeti 
has developed a musical style of his own that draws upon downtown New 
York experimentalism, contemporary classical  music, jazz, electronica, as 
well as world music, particularly from Africa.  Known for his non-conformity 
and  diverse  interests,  Lukas  creates  music  ranging  from  the  through-
composed to the free-improvised, often exploring polyrhythmic/polytempo 
structures, non-tempered tunings, and non-western elements. Other major 
sources  of  inspiration  include  experimental  mathematics,  computer 
technology, architecture and visual art, sociology and politics, and travel. 
He has also been participating in cultural exchange projects in Africa for the 
past 15 years.

Born in Vienna, Austria into a Hungarian-Jewish family from which several 
important artists have come including his father, composer György Ligeti, 
Lukas started his musical adventures after finishing high school.  He studied 
composition and percussion at the University for Music and Performing Arts in 
Vienna and then moved to the U.S. and spent two years at the Center for 
Computer  Research  in  Music  and  Acoustics  at  Stanford  University  before 
settling in New York City in 1998.

His commissions include Bang on a Can, the Vienna Festwochen, Ensemble Modern, Kronos Quartet, Colin 
Currie  and  Håkan  Hardenberger,  the  American  Composers  Forum,  New  York  University,  ORF  Austrian 
Broadcasting Company, Radio France, and more; he also regularly collaborates with choreographer Karole 
Armitage.

As a drummer, he co-leads several bands and has performed and/or recorded with John Zorn, Henry Kaiser, 
Raoul Björkenheim, Gary Lucas, Michael Manring, Marilyn Crispell,  Benoit  Delbecq,  Jim O’Rourke, Daniel 
Carter, John Tchicai, Eugene Chadbourne, and many others.  He performs frequently on electronic percussion 
often using the marimba lumina, a rare instrument invented by California engineer Don Buchla.

His first trip to Africa, a commission in 1994 by the Goethe Institute to work with musicians in Côte d’Ivoire, 
embarked him on an exploration of cross-cultural collaboration that continues to this day.  In Abidjan he co-
founded the experimental, intercultural group Beta Foly which lead to the release of his first CD Lukas Ligeti 
& Beta Foly in 1997.  He has worked with Batonka musicians in Zimbabwe; collaborated with Nubian musicians 
in Egypt which culminated in a concert at the Cairo Opera; and composed a piece for musicians for various 
Caribbean cultures which premiered in Miami Beach.  

In 2005, Lukas was featured at the Unyazi festival in Johannesburg, the first electronic experimental music 
festival  in Africa, and in 2006, he was composer-in-residence at  the University  of the Witwatersrand in 
Johannesburg. Lukas also traveled to Uganda in 2007 to collaborate with the music/dance/theater group, the 
Ndere Troupe.  In 2008, he taught composition at the University of Ghana at Legon (Accra). Lukas’ band 
Burkina Electric, based in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, combines African traditions with electronic dance music 
and has been touring internationally.

Recent highlights include a month-long curatorial project for March 2009 at The Stone in NYC; a solo concert 
as part of the Whitney Museum’s Composer Portrait Series; a nationwide tour of Lukas’ electronic percussion 
solo CD Afrikan Machinery (Tzadik Records); and an American Composers Orchestra commission and world 
premiere of  Labyrinth of Clouds with Lukas on solo marimba lumina. 
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Lukas Ligeti | Press Quotes

As a composer:

“Modest and affable onstage, Ligeti represents, under a Clark Kent exterior, a new generation of musical 
Superman – a globally minded, technologically adept, technically sophisticated composer who also happens to 
be a virtuoso performer and accomplished improvisor.” – Los Angeles Times (USA)

 “One of the world’s top classical composers.” – Wall Street Journal (USA)

“…an extraordinary ability to absorb the world’s music.” – La Folia (USA)

“…a distinctive and energetic voice…that walks a skillful line between the comprehensible and the 
unpredictable…” – San Francisco Chronicle (USA)

“Sophisticated music that has communicative directness yet retains a sense of mystery…Ligeti really knows 
sound and how it lives in the mind.” – The Wire (U.K.)

“…as a composer, he enhances his prodigious technique with cyclonic techniques…he manipulates both the 
beauty and chaos that occurs when lots of different musics come together…” – Village Voice (USA)

“…elegant, concise music…imbued with a subtle and ingratiating wittiness.” – Fanfare Magazine (USA)

“…his ‘Pattern Transformation’, for four players and two marimbas, is renowned as a cult piece in which 
constantly shifting rhythmic patterns combine to form structures of subtle, meta-melodic power.” 
– Der Standard (Austria)

“…a revelation…a composition that inspires enthusiasm through its disciplined freedom and homogeneity.” 
– Nordbayerischer Kurier (Germany)

“… ‘Labyrinth of Clouds’…is rich with atmosphere, piled-up harmonies and Minimalistic patterns…riveting.” 
– New York Times (USA)

As a percussionist/improviser:

“He plays his drums as if he were dancing.” – Village Voice (USA)

“…Ligeti is an original and his playing combines jazz sensibility with a wide array of influences.” 
– The Squid’s Ear (USA)

“Lukas Ligeti is defter than most in dealing with the same influences both on manuscript paper and behind the 
drum kit in his work as an improviser.” – The Wire (U.K.)

“…a subtlety and attention to sonic detail which sees every hit, brush and tap contribute to the dialogue.” 
– Jazzwise Magazine (U.K.)
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Afrikan Machinery (2008) Album reviews:

“2008 50 Records of the Year” – The Wire (U.K.)

“Lukas Ligeti is splendidly fulfilling expectations, as this album – which bridges the classical modernist/world 
music divide- demonstrates. – The Independent (U.K.)

“[Ligeti’s] combination of interests, energized by his own sensitivity to specific properties and qualities of 
sound, is brilliantly displayed on Afrikan Machinery” - The Wire (U.K.)

“[Ligeti’s] frenzied thickets of sound [in Afrikan Machinery] contain a multitude of elements, with long 
polyrhythmic percussion cycles put through the sampler and brought out again transformed; …sometimes the 
effect is of a gigantic sound sculpture.  But you listen with close attention, because you don’t want to miss a 
single note.” - Songlines Magazine (U.K.)

“[Afrikan Machinery] is dragging me into the newest worlds of today's music, at first disorientating, but soon 
captivating.” - Musical Pointers (U.K.)

“Brilliant CD – which neatly bridges the classical-modernist-world-music divide… If his art represents a 
melange of Europe, America, and Africa, it does so with unique finesse… The whole thing keeps you on the 
edge of your seat, waiting to see what comes next.” - The Scotsman (U.K.)

“For this album [Afrikan Machinery], he has taken snapshots of various African sounds and filtered them 
through his unique musical mind. The resulting polyrhythmic music is captivating and often times hypnotizing… 
it never bores. This is not music to turn on before cleaning the house. This is music to drink up and fully 
absorb.” - Atlanta Music Guide (USA)

As bandleader of Burkina Electric and other collaborative African projects:

“Lukas Ligeti has found an extraordinary interpreter for his work in Mai Lingani, with whom, in his project 
‘Burkina Electric’, he frees African music from the folkloristics and traditionalism of Western observers.” 
– Salzburger Nachrichten (Austria)
 
“…there’s nothing predictable about composer, percussionist, and electronica maven Lukas Ligeti and his West 
African compadres in Burkina Electric…” - Boston Herald (USA)

-
 “[Beta Foly brings]…a new dimension in the dialogue between Africa and the Western world.” 
– Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (Germany)

“[In Beta Foly]…Lukas Ligeti…discovered, much like Béla Bartok,…the popular basic ingredient for a 
completely new music.” – Stereo (USA)

“[Beta Foly is]…perhaps one of the most successful African/Western…fusion projects ever to come down the 
pike.” – Signal to Noise (USA)

“[With reference to Beta Foly…]...Who, prior to Lukas Ligeti, had the idea to improvise freely in a collective 
with traditional African musicians, referencing music from Uganda as well as Korea, coordinated solely by a 
metronomic 'click track' relayed via headphones?...Who had a balafon player enter into a dialogue with an 
interactive music computer sounding like a piano?..."  - Jazz-Podium (Germany)









It's an African excursion as the composer-performer builds layer upon layer of 
sophisticated sound.

By MARK SWED, Music Critic 
Published November 22, 2008
 
On my way to the Steve Allen Theater in 
Hollywood Thursday night for a rare local 
appearance by Lukas Ligeti, I stopped by 
Amoeba Music to pick up his new solo CD, 
"Afrikan Machinery." It was temporarily out 
of stock. A good sign, I thought. This is 
remarkable music, and its popularity must 
mean a brilliant young composer is catching 
on.

Ligeti is a delirious percussionist as well. He plays something called a Marimba Lumina. It was 
invented by Donald Buchla, a brilliant synthesizer builder who lost out (to the regret of many major 
composers) to Robert Moog in the popular market. The marimba is hooked up to a computer, which 
Ligeti supplies with African sound sources. When his mallets fly, complex rhythms intertwine into 
post-Minimalist hyper-complexity. Africa is revealed as a continent of fabulous, if musically mad, 
intoxication.  Unfortunately, the good sign at Amoeba was a less good sign down the road at the Steve 
Allen Theater, where ResBox, an ambitious series of improvised music, is held the third Thursday of 
every month. Big-box new music (the Los Angeles Philharmonic's Green Umbrella, the Monday 
Evening Concerts, Jacaranda, presentations at REDCAT) attracts, these days, impressive crowds from 
many walks of life. But the improvised music scene in town flies so low under the radar, we should be 
thankful it hasn't crashed.

Only a handful were on hand at the mildly funky, well-equipped, wonderfully accessible (free and easy 
parking!) Steve Allen, part of the Center for Inquiry, across the street from Barnsdall Park. I suspect I 
was the only one in the theater who didn't know everyone else. Tickets were but $10 (barely more 
than the price of parking downtown). Hard-to-find CDs (including "Afrikan Machinery") were on sale 
at refreshingly low prices. Bring your own booze. And spread the word.

Ligeti's set was preceded by a local violin and saxophone duo (Jeff Gauthier and Becca Mhalek) and 
electro-acoustic improvisers from Baltimore and Berlin (Bonnie Jones and Andrea Neumann, 
respectively). VJ Fader sat at a laptop and projected decorative designs on the stage. 



All had something of interest to offer. But the real news was Ligeti.

That he is a stranger to Los Angeles is, itself, strange. He is the son of the late composer György Ligeti, 
who has long been a draw downtown (Gustavo Dudamel will conduct "Atmospheres" with the Los 
Angeles Philharmonic next week) to say nothing for Hollywood (bits of "Atmospheres" found their 
way into "2001: A Space Odyssey"). Lukas spent part of his youth in Palo Alto when his father taught 
at Stanford, and he later studied at Stanford as well as in Vienna. He now lives in New York but 
spends much of his time in West Africa. He's formed a rock band in Burkina Faso, called Burkina 
Electric. He is also the composer of transfixing ensemble pieces for the Kronos Quartet, the Bang on a 
Can All-Stars and others.

Forget his famous dad. Modest and affable onstage, Ligeti represents, under a Clark Kent exterior, a 
new generation of musical Superman -- a globally minded, technologically adept, technically 
sophisticated composer who also happens to be a virtuoso performer and accomplished improviser 
with a populist bent.

On Thursday, Ligeti began by casually tapping his electronic marimba with a mallet and set off a 
rhythmic figure with the timbre of a finger-piano. Another tap generated a catchy little whistled tune. 
But before long, his mallets were a blur, creating layers of rhythms that produced a wall of 
mesmerizing sound, while the whistling went the route of merry dementia.

Each succeeding piece had its own soundscape, and in each a different route of thickening and 
thinning textures was taken. African sound sources came in and out of prominence. Regular 
Minimalist grooves collided with irregular ones. Ligeti's Africa is an ever-changing mosaic of 
impressions. There wasn't a dull second.

The evening's other performers were from different traditions. Mhalek, the saxophonist, had her 
nocturnally noir jazzy side, but she also punched out notes and shrieked, while Gauthier, an excellent 
if understated violinist, connected to electronic sources and kept his cool in the background.

Jones and Neumann turned knobs and knocked around inside a piano. Sine waves and electronic 
whirring met various noises, while VJ Fader illuminated the stage with swirls. The machines spoke in 
their language, and we eavesdropped.


